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Addison Caspari-Linhardt: Molecular Mechanisms of Oxidative Stress on Molecular 
Motors 
(Under the direction of Dr. Nikki Reinemann) 
 
 Astronauts encounter many forms of ionizing radiation during space travel. 
Ionizing radiation has been seen to cause cancer, cataracts, radiation sickness, tissue 
damage, hereditary effects, and damage to the central nervous system. Ionizing radiation 
can damage DNA molecules through oxidation, as well as other vital proteins like 
molecular motors. Kinesin-1 is a molecular motor protein that essential to intracellular 
transport. Microtubules serve as the “roadway” for kinesin transport, where kinesin 
converts chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis into mechanochemical “steps” to move 
along the microtubules. Optical trapping has been used in previous research to measure 
single kinesin motor properties. We have engineered a physiologically relevant kinesin-
microtubule assay designed for the optical trap that gives a foundation for healthy 
mechanochemical performance. This model provided data of displacement profiles and 
force generation of kinesin-1. From this model, we could then introduce oxidative stresses 
to represent ionizing radiation effects. Hydrogen peroxide has been used in previous 
research to induce oxidative stress into molecular environments. This damaged assay 
showed significant changes to the molecular environment from the healthy model. These 
results allow for better understanding of molecular motor inhibition due to oxidative stress 
which can serve as the basis of treatment and prevention of radiation damage to astronauts 
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When an astronaut travels in space, they are exposed to multiple types of space 
radiation including solar energetic particles (SEP), cosmic rays, and particles trapped in 
Earth’s magnetosphere1. SEP’s come from solar flares and coronal mass ejections and are 
the Sun’s most powerful form of radiation. Since SEP’s are so strong, they are capable of 
passing through human skin2. Cosmic rays come from neighboring galaxies and are the 
most dominant source of radiation in space3. These rays pose a particular risk because they 
are capable of passing through space crafts as well as human skin. Due to solar radiation 
being so powerful, there is a great concern as to how much astronauts are being exposed 
on their missions. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) researchers 
have calculated career exposure limits based on age and gender1. By exceeding career 
exposure, astronauts increase their chances of suffering health risks, and over time, could 
suffer more severe damage.  
Thus far, there are dominant determining factors for astronaut radiation exposure, 
such as altitude above Earth, the solar cycle, and the individual’s susceptibility1. 
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) can be damaged and altered1, but we do not know about 
other essential aspects of biology. Ionizing radiation, such as space radiation, oxidizes 
proteins4. Protein oxidation occurs from free radicals entering the body, and oxidative 
stress is a state where the body has more free radicals than antioxidants5. Free radicals can 
damage DNA and thus inhibit normal cellular functions1. Then the strand is read for protein 
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production, mutated proteins can result1. Mutations can lead to cancer, muscle 
damage, and other serious maladies1.  
Other health risks that come from exposure to space radiation include cataracts, 
radiation sickness, tissue damage, hereditary effects, and damage to the central nervous 
system1. As of today, we do not fully understand how space radiation and resulting 
oxidative stress influences other vital biological molecules or processes. In addition to 
aspects related solely to astronauts’ health, oxidative stress is found in diseases on Earth, 
such as cancer, atherosclerosis, and autism1,6.  
Molecular mechanisms of radiation exposure and thus oxidative stress damage to 
the tissues and central nervous system are a major topic of study in an attempt to find points 
of intervention and/or prevention of long lasting biological damage to humans1. Here, we 
investigate how radiation exposure affects proteins called molecular motors. Specifically, 
kinesins are molecular motor proteins that are crucial for cell division, intracellular cargo 
transport, and cell motility7. Thus, kinesins are essential for a proper cell function and 
organism survival. There are multiple variants of kinesin, but in this study, we focused on 
kinesin-1, whose primary function is to transport intracellular cargo such as proteins and 
vesicles. This directed transport is possible through the motor’s ability to convert chemical 
energy from Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis into mechanical work8. 
Optical trapping is a biophysical technique that has been used extensively to study 
motor proteins, providing a method to measure force generation at the single molecule level 
with piconewton resolution. By using the optical trap to establish the normal 
mechanochemical cycle of kinesin, oxidative stresses can be subsequently added to the 
environment. The differences in motility and force generation can then be measured as a 
[3] 
 
mode of protein damage and a method to understand how the damage preferentially targets 
certain aspects of kinesin function. Once this is understood, it can open a path for other 
researchers to develop counter measures to help protect against the damages of oxidative 




























2.1 Space Travel and Exposure to Radiation 
On Earth, humans are protected from space radiation, or ionizing radiation, due to 
Earth’s magnetic field. However, the magnetic field weakens as altitude increases, 
reducing the amount of protection from radiation1. The International Space Station (ISS) 
is well within the Earth’s 30,000-mile radius of the magnetic field, but still requires well 
shielded areas1. Deep space exploration is a serious concern for space travel due to deadly 
doses of radiation1. 
Space travel also revolves around the solar cycle stages. The sun has a powerful 
magnetic field where every 11 years the north and south poles switch places9. Over the 11 
years the sun’s activity increase, leading to a direct increase of solar flares9. These solar 
flares then produce Solar Particle Events (SPE) and Coronal Mass Ejections (CME)1.  
While space travel can plan around the solar cycle, they cannot predict an 
individual’s susceptibility to ionizing radiation. To put it into perspective, one x-ray gives 
a dose of 1 milli-sievert (mSv), and on Earth the average dose a year is 3.6 (mSv)1. NASA 
has enforced career exposure limits to ensure the safety of its astronauts until more is 
known about individual susceptibility. A 35-year-old male would have a career exposer of 
2,500 mSv, whereas a 25-year-old female has a career exposer of 1,000 mSv1. Younger 
astronauts have more life to live and thus a longer chance to develop the health risks, this 
is why their career limit is significantly lower than older astronauts.  
[5] 
 
NASA performed a study on a pair of 50-year-old monozygotic male twins10. One 
twin spent 340 days aboard the ISS, while the other spent the same days on Earth10. After 
returning to Earth, the space subject had a significant decline in his cognitive efficiency 
compared to the ground subject10. Postflight there were ocular changes seen in the space 
subject and not on the ground subject10. Cytokine levels rose in the space subject, many 
are involved in inflammatory response, cell growth, and tumor proliferation10. Internal 
jugular vein cross-sectional area, forehead tissue thickness, cardiac filling, stroke volume, 
and cardiac output increased in the space subject versus the ground subject10. All these 
changes are significant to note as damages to the human body due to space flight. 
2.2 Types of Radiation and Their Mechanisms 
Figure 1 Electromagnetic Spectrum11 
 The electromagnetic spectrum is comprised of energy waves that travel in long 
waves like radio waves, and short waves like gamma waves. Here on Earth, we encounter 
radio waves, microwaves, we can see visible light, and experience sun burns from 
ultraviolet waves12 (See Figure 1). Infrared waves become trapped in Earth’s atmosphere, 
producing the greenhouse effect12. X-rays can be reproduced on Earth for medical imaging, 
exposing humans to about 3 mSv per year or radiation13. Gamma Rays do not penetrate the 
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Earth’s atmosphere and have the most energy on the electromagnetic spectrum. They are 
produced from radioactive atomic nuclei, whose alpha particles can produce 20 Sv doses 
or radiation14. Gamma rays are also classified as ionizing radiation.  
The first type of ionizing radiation that astronauts may encounter are protons 
trapped in Earths magnetosphere15. There are two regions of the trapped particles: the inner 
radiation belt and the outer radiation belt15 (See Figure 2). The energized electrons and 
protons originate from solar wind and cosmic rays and become trapped when they come 
into contact with the Earth’s magnetic field16. The inner radiation belt mainly contains 
protons that have energies exceeding 100 MeV, while the outer radiation belt mainly 
contains electrons around 10 MeV16. Electronvolt (eV) is a unit of energy to measure a 
single electron accelerated through 1 volt of electric potential difference17. The ISS is 
safely located within the inner belt. The outer radiation belt has a potential to fluctuate in 
energy due to newer particles entering the magnetic field. The large difference in energies 
between the inner and outer radiation belts is due to the motion on the ions along the 
magnetic field. Once trapped, the particles travel along the magnetic field lines and over 
time collide with other charged particles. The outer ring is more susceptible to collision, 




Figure 2 Earth's Radiation Belts16 
Another type of ionizing radiation astronauts encounter are Solar Energetic 
Particles (SEP). The main source of the SEPs are solar flares, causing protons to become 
irregularly accelerated. These particles can reach up to 80% of the speed of light2. Coronal 
Mass Ejections (CME) can produce shock waves resulting in SEPs. Due to a multitude of 
sources, the SEPs have a wide range of energy levels from tens of keV to GeV2.  
The final type of ionizing radiation astronauts must be cautious of is Cosmic Rays, 
originating from outside of the solar system. The term “Cosmic Ray” is used to refer to an 
extrasolar flux3. Cosmic Rays can be analyzed in two parts; Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) 
and Extragalactic Cosmic Rays (ECR). GCRs are highly energized atomic fragments where 
the electrons have been stripped away from the atom, leaving protons and alpha particles18. 
ECRs are very-high-energy particles ranging around 1015 eV3. Both GCRs and ECRs travel 
from outside the solar system at nearly the speed of light18. These rays are not only 





2.3 Radiation Damage to Biology 
2.3.1 Mechanisms of Damage 
The types of radiation mention before are all forms of ionizing radiation. Ionizing 
radiation has the capacity to free electrons from an atom and includes x-rays and gamma 
rays on the electromagnetic spectrum4. Both gamma rays and x-rays have the capability to 
pass through the human body4 (see Figure 3). Gamma rays especially are strong enough to 
penetrate materials like wood and lead19. This is a serious health and safety risk to 
astronauts, including cancer, cataracts, radiation sickness, tissue damage, hereditary 
effects, and damage to the central nervous system1. It has been seen that more than half the 
members of the ISS have noted vision changes and were found to have swelling of the optic 
nerves20. Researchers believe the cause is due to the lack of gravity driving blood away 
from the head20.  
 
Figure 3 Radiation Penetration21 
Radiation exposure can vary with every dose; thus side effects are variable. Known 
biological damage due to radiation includes cellular and tissue damage, oxidative damage, 
cell loss, extra-cellular matrix damage, cytokine activation, inflammation, changes in 
plasticity, and micro-lesions1. All of these mechanisms of damage can be traced back to 
damage to the DNA. Deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA, is comprised of a double helix 
structure including a phosphate group, a sugar group, and four varying nitrogen bases22. 
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DNA is vital to cell function due to the information it stores. This information can be used 
to produce proteins and carry out cell functions.  
The heavy ions that make up ionizing radiation are missing a significant number of 
electrons. These ions are known as reactive oxidative species (ROS); they will pull 
electrons from anything in its path, thus ionizing molecules along the way1. Some ROS are 
free radicals, while others are non-radicals. Oxidative stress is when there is an imbalance 
between ROS and antioxidant defenses5. When ROS is dominant in the human body, this 
can cause lesions to DNA strands23. The ROS molecule will pass through the backbone of 
DNA and pull electrons from nearby atoms. This typically leads to a break in a carbon-
oxygen single covalent bond, the mechanism of this reaction can be seen in Figure 4. These 
lesions can be classified as Single Strand Breaks (SSB) and Double Strand Breaks (DSB)1. 
A SSB is when one strand of the double helix is severed. If both strands are broken within 
10-20 base pairs this qualifies as a DSB. In other cases, there can be loss of a base, leaving 
availability for base modifications through oxidation1. In DNA oxidation, the most 
common nitrogen base to be affected is guanine23. Through the oxidation process there is 
a bulky oxygen present that can force pairs to their syn conformation24. This conformation 




Figure 4 DNA Single Strand Break Mechanism25 
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is also susceptible to damage due to oxidative stress. RNA 
is a single strand of DNA, making it more vulnerable to damage. Unlike DNA, RNA is 
present throughout the cytoplasm making it an easier target for oxidation. Damage to RNA 
leads to low translation efficiency and normal cellular metabolism23.  
2.3.2 Studies on Damage 
 In “Behavioral effects of space radiation: A comprehensive review of animal 
studies” by Kiffer, the radiation effects on the central nervous system of mice were 
studied26. When radiation doses of 20 cGy, or 200 mSv, were administered, there were 
deficits in thermoregulation and taste aversion26. In the same study, Kiffer used spatial 
memory tests to measure effects of radiation on the hippocampus. Male mice were given a 
dose of 1.5 Gy radiation to the whole body, which resulted in reversal learning26. After 16 
days the mice had increased oxidative stress in their prefrontal cortex. Contextual fear 
conditioning was used as a cognitive test. Females received 3 Gy of radiation which 
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resulted in deficits in fear conditioning26. Male mice who received 1 Gy showed deficits in 
hippocampus-dependent learning.  
Another study performed at Stanford University looked at neurons exposed to 
radiation for six months27. The significance of longer time shows more accuracy than a 
high dosage of radiation all at once. Their main area of study was the hippocampus for its 
role in formation of memories and spatial navigation27. The researchers found that the 
neurons in the hippocampus had a smaller reach of communication to surrounding neurons, 
making it less likely to respond to stimuli27. While nucleic acid damage by ionizing 
radiation has been studied, this is a serious concern for astronaut safety and ability to carry 
out a mission.  
2.4 Kinesin 
2.4.1 Kinesin Structure 
Knowing the molecular mechanisms of damage to DNA, we are interested in how 
oxidative stress affects the performance of molecular molecules called Kinesin. Kinesin is 
a motor protein powered by ATP hydrolysis that travels along microtubules7. Kinesin is 
responsible for mitosis, meiosis, and transport of cargo7. At the base of a kinesin structure 
are two nucleotide binding motor domains (see Figure 5). These motor domains are known 
as the heavy chains and are the “heads” of kinesin7. Nearly 350 amino acids make up each 
motor domain28. The neck of the motor is made up of beta-sheets between alpha-helices28. 
The stalk of the kinesin is in a coiled pattern that travels from the heavy chains to the light 
chain tails. The light chain is a pair of cargo heads. These domains are constantly 
interacting and facilitating the coordination of the heads for walking; therefore, we 
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hypothesize that alterations to the protein structure through oxidative damage will disrupt 
this coordination and thus functionality of the motor. 
 
Figure 5 Kinesin Structure7 
2.4.2 Kinesin-1 
Kinesin-1 motors in particular have different subunits constructed of two heavy 
chain molecules, and two light chain molecules29 (See Figure 6). Kinesin-1 is a major 
contributor to intracellular transport. It is essential for transport of mitochondria, 
endoplasmic reticulum, messenger RNAs, and tubulin. Therefore, kinesin-1 is essential to 
cell viability30. Kinesin-1 is also essential for normal nervous system development31. They 




Figure 6 Kinesin-132 
 
2.4.3 Kinesin-5 
Kinesin-5 is known as a “bipolar” kinesin type. The motor heads are 
homotetramers, meaning it has four identical subunits33. Kinesin-5 is known mainly for its 
role in mitosis. Mitosis is part of the cell cycle where cells separate into two new cells. 
Instead of its usual cellular transport, kinesin-5 was made to slide microtubules apart during 
cell division33. During this process, kinesin-5 are centrally located in the midzone, where 
they cross-link microtubules to allow for their separation (see Figure 7). Mitosis is essential 





Figure 7 Kinesin-535 
 
2.5 Microtubules 
Microtubules are protofilament strands that are an essential part of the cytoskeleton 
and serve as the “tracks” on which kinesin motors move. The protofilament base structure 
is composed of a heterodimer containing alpha and beta tubulin36. This protofilament is 
repeated and forms a hollow tube-like structure (see Figure 8). Guanosine Triphosphate 
(GTP) and Guanosine Diphosphate (GDP) are nucleotides used as fuel. 
 
Figure 8 Microtubule Alpha and Beta Tubulin37 
 
The GTP on the alpha-tubulin is buried within the microtubule, thus it cannot be 
hydrolyzed. The GTP on the beta-tubulin is exposed and allows for hydrolyzation which 
provides the energy required for the assembly of dimers38. In other words, hydrolysis of 
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GTP destabilizes the microtubule structure, allowing for growth and shrinkage39. This 
assembly and disassembly are essential in microtubules role in cell division. During 
mitosis, the microtubules form the mitotic spindle which allow for the negative pole of the 
microtubules to attach to the chromosomes40 (see Figure 9). The mitotic spindle then 
separates the chromosomes to form two daughter cells. Cell division is crucial to living 
beings, replacing old cells with new.  
 
Figure 9 Mitosis-Microtubules41 
Microtubules have other jobs outside of cell division, like serving as “roadways” 
within a cell for organelles, and contraction of muscle cells. The Carboxy-terminal domain 
on the microtubules allows for binding of motor proteins38. Motor proteins like kinesin and 
dynein allow for active transport of proteins in the cell. Microtubule transport is known to 
help facilitate long-range transport42. Microtubules also give shape to cellular membranes 





2.6 Mechanochemical Cycle of Kinesin 
 Kinesin binds at the microtubule’s carboxy terminal domain and travel towards the 
plus-end of the microtubule. For the mitotic spindle to assemble, the plus-ended motion is 
necessary. When discussing the mechanochemical cycle of kinesin, the motor heads are 
called the “leading head” and “trailing head” (see Figure 10). Adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) first binds to the leading head. This protein binding causes a conformation change 
in the neck linker, causing the neck linker to attach to the head8. The leading head then 
tightly binds to the tubulin. During this stage, the trailing head is weakly bound to tubulin. 
Next, the trailing head swings in front of the leading head during the power stroke8. A 
power stroke occurs when ATP hydrolyzed to ADP and a phosphate. This generates the 
energy for the swinging of the trailing head. A phosphate then associates to the new leading 
head, forming ATP and a strong tubulin bond. The original leading head now becomes the 
trailing head, and a phosphate will dissociate making the bond to the tubulin weak8. This 
leads to the last step where the trailing head swings in front of the leading head. This 
walking generates force to accomplish the cells’ essential tasks, therefore we need methods 




Figure 10 Kinesin-Microtubule Mechanochemical Cycle43 
 
2.7 Optical Trap 
 2.7.1 Principles of Operation 
Optical trapping is used to measure the mechanics of molecular motors and study 
the kinesin-microtubule mechanochemical cycle. The core principle for operation of an 
optical trap is momentum. Momentum is mass multiplied by velocity. Light is an essential 
element of the optical trap. Light is known to have no mass, and thus one would assume it 
could have no momentum. In a way, if direction changes, velocity changes, which has to 
result in a momentum change. Using this relationship, when a laser travels through a lens, 
the direction changes, it causes a global momentum change that is then transferred to the 






Focusing on this concept of light directing a lens, the laser intensity can be 
manipulated. By weakening one side of the laser, the lens direction can be controlled in the 
X and Y planes44. Moving from lens in the 2D plane, spherical lens allow for a 3D plane. 
Now by varying intensity of lasers, the lens can be controlled in the X, Y, and Z directions 
(see Figure 12). 
 
Figure 12 Bead Directional Control 
 In the 3D plane, the forces acting upon the sphere are known as scattering and 
gradient forces (see Figure 13)44. The scattering force pushes the lens along the direction 
of the laser, while the gradient force pushes the bead along the spatial gradient44. These 
forces can refract in a convergent or divergent manner. This results in a third force acting 
on the bead that allows for full control.  




Figure 13 Scattering and Gradient Forces 
Figure 14 demonstrates a simplified version of the inner mechanisms of an optical 
trap. A highly focused laser is reflected off of a steering mirror through the lower 
microscope objective. The objective focuses the beam so that it can be targeted at a bead. 
These beads are typically made of glass or glass like polymers that mimic the effect of a 
lens. The bent beams from the bead travel through the condenser, the back focal plane of 
the condenser reflects to the position detector that shows the position of the laser on the 
bead.  
 




2.7.2 Molecular Motors and Optical Trap 
Optical traps can be used to measure forces on the molecular level. More 
specifically, optical traps can be used to measure kinesin’s mechanochemical forces. 
Polystyrene beads can be used to bind kinesin’s tail domain44. This bead attachment allows 
for full control of the kinesin’s positioning. The kinesin can then be manually paired with 
a microtubule (see Figure 15). The laser will allow for the kinesin to walk out of the trap 
during its mechanochemical cycle, but will then snap the bead back into full control. 
During this time, the optical trap allows a recording of the forces on the piconewton level 
and distances with nanometer resolution. 
 
Figure 15 Optical Trap Kinesin-Microtubule Motility Assay 
2.7.3 Hooke’s Law 
Hooke’s Law states that “small displacements of their constituent molecules, 
atoms, or ions from normal positions is also proportional to the force that causes the 
displacement”45. Using this principle, optical trapping allows measurements of kinesin 




Hooke’s Law Derivation 





2                                          (1) 
U represents potential energy, k represents the spring constant, and (x-x0) represents 
change in length of the spring. With Equation (1) we assume: 
𝑥0 = 0, 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑥𝑓 = 𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥                        (2) 
Xf shows the original length plus a small amount of new length, dx. Next, we look at the 
change in potential energy due to the change in length: 
𝑑𝑈 = 𝑈𝑓 − 𝑈𝑖                                               (3) 




𝑘(𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥)2 −
1
2
𝑘𝑥2                        (4) 




𝑘(𝑥2 + 2𝑥𝑑𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥2) −
1
2
𝑘𝑥2         (5) 
Simplify equation (5):  
𝑑𝑈 = 𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑥 +
1
2
𝑘𝑑𝑥2                                   (6) 
If dx is infinitesimally small such that, dx<<1, then dx→0. 
𝑑𝑈 = 𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑥                                                  (7) 
Per the conservation of energy equation: 
[22] 
 
𝑑𝐸 = 𝑑𝐾 + 𝑑𝑈 = 0                                     (8) 
E represents mechanical energy, and K represents kinetic energy. Applying this to 
equation (7): 
𝑑𝐾 + 𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑥 = 0                                           (9) 
Rearrange equation (9) 
𝑑𝐾 = −𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑥                                               (10) 
The work energy theorem states that: 
𝑑𝐾 = ?⃑? ∙ 𝑑?⃑?                                                (11) 
?⃑? represents the force vector, and 𝑑?⃑? represents the displacement vector. Assume the 
vectors are in the same direction: 
?⃑? ∙ 𝑑?⃑? = Fdxcosθ; cosθ → 1                     (12) 
Simplify equation (12) 
?⃑? ∙ 𝑑?⃑? = Fdx                                             (13) 
Combine equations (10), (11), and (13): 
𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 = −𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑥                                       (14)
46 
 2.7.4 Optical Trap Calibration 
 Trap calibration is essential in gathering accurate measurements. After calibration, 
Hooke’s law can be used to calculate forces46. Hooke’s law is an effective method to find 
the force exerted by kinesin due to the spring-like forces acting on the bead. Our trap has 
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laser power ranging from 0mW to 3000mW, and calibration uses this known energy to find 
the stiffness of the trap(wash). From Hooke’s law derivation above, 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 represents the 
bead being held in the center of the laser force gradient46. Trap stiffness allows the optical 
trap to record displacement of the bead from the 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 position. These displacement values 
are used to calculate mechanochemical forces of molecular motors47.  
 There are three known methods of stiffness calibration; equipartition theorem, 
Boltzmann statistics, and power spectral density (PSD)47. Equipartition theorem states that 
energy is shared evenly along all degrees of freedom; x, y, and z48. This available energy 
will be evenly spread to any accessible modes of motion at thermal equilibrium48. The 
Boltzmann constant is used in thermodynamics to relate kinetic energy of gas particles and 
the temperature of the gas47. Fluctuations of force from the gas can be shown through 
Boltzmann’s constant47.  
 The optical trap used for our research utilizes power spectral density (PSD) for 
stiffness calibration. This method has been seen to be the most reliable procedure 49. PSD 
defines the physical power of a signal distributed over frequency50. Brownian motion 
represents the uncontrolled movement of particles in fluid as a result of thermal motion51. 
This method assumes that the system is linear and is a harmonic oscillatory system. 
Equation 14 from the Hooke’s Law derivation describes how in a harmonic oscillatory 
system that when a particle is displaced it experiences a resorting force52. The bead will 
fluctuate with different frequencies interacting, so displacement due to Brownian motion 
is not fully accurate. The displacement can be plotted in terms of power and frequency, 
where then the corner frequency can be measured53. The corner frequency calculation 
provides a value for the trap’s stiffness.  
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2.8 Motivation for Current Study 
 Damage induced by space radiation to the human body is not widely known on the 
molecular level. Using an optical trap allows for a single molecule technique to study the 
kinesin-microtubule complex in vitro. By gaining a base understanding of the mechanical 
properties of the kinesin-microtubule complex, new effectors can then be introduced. 
Reactive oxidative species, like hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), can be used to mimic space 
radiation behaviors. Studies like “Oxidative stress pathogenically remodels the cardiac 
myocyte cytoskeleton via structural alterations to the microtubule lattice” are seen to use 
H2O2 for oxidative stress experiments
54. In this experiment, researchers found that 
microtubules introduced to H2O2 had open stretches due to defects and holes. This was due 
to damage to the GDP-tubulin microtubule lattice54. This experiment showed that using 
H2O2 as a ROS on molecular motors was successful. By using these methods, the scientific 
community has the opportunity to gain a better understanding of the space radiation 











3.1 Etching Coverslips 
 Coverslips sent from companies may still be contaminated. By adding an extra 
cleaning step, you can ensure that the slides are decontaminated. Some steps of the cleaning 
process also increase binding capabilities of the proteins to the slide.  
  3.1.1 Protocol for Cleaning Coverslips 
1. Dissolve 100 g of KOH in 300 ml of ethanol in a beaker. Stir with a stir bar 
until the KOH is completely dissolved.  
2. Put coverslips in Teflon racks.  
3. Fill one beaker with 300 ml of ethanol, and two more beakers with 300 ml of 
reverse osmosis H2O. Degas all four beakers (KOH in ethanol, ethanol, and 
the two beakers with water) for 5 minutes in the bath sonicator on the degas 
setting.  
4. Submerge the rack of coverslips in the beaker with the KOH and sonicate for 
5 minutes.  
5. Dip the rack of coverslips up and down in the beaker with ethanol until the 
ethanol runs off the coverslips smoothly (no beading). 
6. Dip the rack of coverslips up and down in a beaker of water until the water 
runs off the coverslips smoothly (no beading).  
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7. Submerge the rack of coverslips in the other beaker of water and sonicate for 
5 minutes.  
8. Spritz with water until the water flows off the coverslips smoothly.  
9. Spritz with ethanol until the ethanol flows off the coverslip smoothly.  
10. Dry the rack in the oven for at least 15 minutes.  
3.2 Solutions and Buffers 
 In all of our protocols, the solutions and buffers are essential to maintain protein 
stabilization. Buffers help to protect the proteins in solutions from any large variances in 
pH55. Without the buffers the proteins have a significant chance to denature. PEM80, 
PEM104, Ptax, AB, and Ctax are all solutions used to maintain optimal pH for proteins.  
  3.2.1 PEM80 Protocol 
1. 6.048 g PIPES 
2. 95.1 mg EGTA 
3. 204.1 uL of 4.9 M MgCl2 stock into 250 mL final volume 
3.2.2 PEM 104 Protocol 
1. 3.133g PIPES 
2. 49.452 mg EGTA 
3. 128.57 uL of 4.9 M MgCl2 
3.2.3 Biotinylated penta-His antibody coated bead 
1. Take 20 uL of cleaned beads and add  
a. 50 uL (Phosphate-buffered saline) PBS 
b. 30 uL 0.2 mg/mL biotinylated penta His antibody 
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2. Incubate at 4C for 1 hour on a rotator 
3. Add 500 uL of PBS and wash anti-His beads 4 times for 6 minutes at 10,000 
rpm, 4C, reconstituting in 500 uL PBS. For last wash, reconstitute in 100 uL 
(Assay Buffer) AB.  
4. Sonicate for 2 minutes at 30% 
3.2.4 Washing Streptavidin-Coated Beads 
1. Dilute 20 uL 0.44 um streptavidin-coated beads into 80 uL PBS 
2. Wash 4 times at 10,000 rpm for 6 minutes, reconstituting in 100 uL PBS 
3. Sonicate for 2 min at 40% 
4. Store washed beads on a rotator at 4C 
3.2.5 PemTax (Ptax) 
1. 500 uL PEM 80 
2. 1 uL 10 mM Taxol 
3.2.6 Assay Buffer (AB) 
1. 1329 uL PEM80 
2. 3 uL DTT 
3. 3 uL Taxol  
4. 15 uL ATP 
5. 30 uL 10 mg/mL Casein in PEM80 
6. Store on ice 
3.2.7 C-Tax 
1. 72 uL PemTax 
2. 8 uL 10 mg/mL Casein 
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3. Store on ice 
3.3 Microtubule Polymerization 
Alpha and Beta tubulin polymerize to form the microtubules. In order to stabilize 
the microtubules we add Taxol to stop the natural process of depolymerization in 
microtubules. Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) prevents microtubules from entering the S 
phase of the cell cycle, blocking cell division actions56.  
3.3.1 Taxol Aliquots for Microtubule Polymerization 
1. Taxol concentration is 10 mM to start 
2. Add 1uL Taxol to 9uL DMSO to give 1000 uM Taxol 
3. For 500uM Taxol: Add 10uL of 1000 uM Taxol to 10 uL DMSO 
4. For 50uM Taxol: Add 10 uL of 500uM to 90 uL DMSO 
5. For 5uM Taxol: Add 10 uL of 50uM to 90 uL DMSO 
3.3.2 Polymerization Assembly  
1. Assemble Polymerization (on ice) 
i. 26.5 uL H2O 
ii. 10 uL PEM80  
iii. 0.5 uL DTT @100mM 
iv. 0.5 uL GTP @100mM 
v. 12.5 uL tubulin @200mg/mL 
2. Incubate on ice for 5 minutes  
3. Incubate mix in 37◦C heat bath for 1 hour 
4. Add Taxol stepwise  
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i. Add 1:10 volume taxol @ 5 uM in DMSO 
1. Add 5 uL of 5uM Taxol 
2. Incubate 10 minutes in heat bath 
ii. Add 1:10 volume Taxol @ 50 uM in DMSO 
1. Add 5.5 uL of 50 uM Taxol 
2. Incubate 10 minutes in heat bath 
iii. Add 1:10 volume Taxol @500uM in DMSO 
1. Add 6 uL of 500 uM Taxol 
2. Incubate 15 minutes in heat bath 
5. Store at room temperature 
3.4 Kinesin Optical Trap Motility Assay 
 This assay allows for us measure the force of movement of kinesin along 
microtubules. Anti-His beads are added to act as a lens in the optical trap and allow for the 
kinesin to be transported and calibrated. Taxol is used to stabilize microtubules. Glucose 
oxidase, beta-d-glucose, and the catalase are added as catalysts for the reaction. Poly-l-
lysine is a positively charged amino acid that allows for binding of negatively charged 
alpha tubulin on microtubules. This allows the microtubules to remain on the surface of 
the flow cell (see Flow Cell Assembly) rather than floating in solution.  
1. Wash streptavidin beads 
2. Make bead coated with biotinylated penta-His antibodies 
3. Make PemTax (Ptax) 
4. Make Assay Buffer (AB) 
5. Make C-Tax 
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6. Make Kinesin Dilutions 
1. K/100: 1 uL K into 99 uL AB 
2. K/1000: 10 uL K/100 into 90 uL AB 
3. K/10,000: 10 uL K/1000 into 90 uL AB 
7. Make Kinesin Bead Dilutions (KBD) 
1. Stir tube of biotinylated beads 
2. Sonicate tube of beads @25% for 1 minute 
3. Add 1 uL biotinylated beads to K/10,000 dilution 
4. Add glucose oxidase plus catalase to each KBD incubation  
i. Add 1 uL Glucose Oxidase 
ii. Add 1 uL Beta-D-Glucose 
iii. Add 1 uL Catalase 
5. Incubate for 1 hour on rotator at 4C 
8. Prepare poly-l-lysine coated coverslips 
9. Prepare flow channel from KOH etched slides 
1. Start warming C-Tax to room temperature 
2. Flow 15 uL MT diluted 100 times in PemTax and let bind for 10 
minutes 
3. Wash in 20uL PemTax with high velocity 
4. Start warming AB and KBD to room temperature 
5. Flow in 15 uL of C-Tax and let coat for 5 min 
6. Wash in 50 uL PemTax 
7. Wash in 80 uL AB 
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8. Wash in 20 uL KBD 
3.5 Flow Cell Assembly 
 By creating a flow cell, we form a channel to allow the reagents to travel through 
and control the construction of the assay.  
1. Dilute 200 uL poly-l-lysine into 30 mL ethanol in a falcon tube.  
2. Place two KOH cleaned coverslips into the solution, let sit for 15 minutes, 
then dry with airline.  
3. Apply two strips of double-sided tape a few millimeters apart onto a 
microscope slide.  
 








6. To ensure a seal of the flow cell, carefully use an Eppendorf (epp) tube to 




7. Flip the microscope slide so that the coverslip is on the bottom. Depending on 
the width, the flow cell should hold 15-20 uL of liquid. 
 
8. Add solutions slowly through one end of the flow cell using a micropipette. 
Slowly pull the solution through the other side using a Kim Wipe, be careful 




3.6 Optical Trap Operation 
 The optical trap, or optical tweezers, has specific protocol for use. This protocol 
was introduced by a company representative and modified by our lab to best suit our data 
collection. The protocol is used to load the specimen, focus the system, and retrieve data.  
1. Power on control box and trapping laser 
2. Open the JPK computer software 
3. Select to open the camera, objective controller, stage controller, and light 
4. Remove the sample holder from the microscope stage 
5. Pipet 30 uL of reverse osmosis water onto the bottom objective (make sure to not let 
the pipet tip touch the objective) 
6. With coverslip facing down, place the slide onto the stage and slide back into the trap 
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7. Use objective controls to raise the bottom objective until the water touches the 
coverslip 
8. Pipet 170 uL of reverse osmosis water to the top of the slide 
9. Use objective controls to lower the top objective until it meets the water on the slide 
10. Close the trap door and make sure LED is off  
11. Use stage controls to move the stage so the bottom objective is near the tape 
12. Use objective controls to bring the edge of the tape into focus using the bottom 
objective 
13. Once in focus, move the objective off of the tape, turn off brightfield settings, and 
close the iris 
14. Use objective controls to lower the top objective until there is an octagonal shape on 
the screen, adjust the positioning until the edges of the octagon are as sharp as possible 
15. Lock the bottom and top objective into place, they now move as one unit in Koehler 
illumination 
16. Open the iris back, turn the settings to DIC and slide the polarizer over 
17. Move the objectives throughout the channel and find a bead floating. Trap the bead 
by using the trap shutter button. A laser power of 10% or 300 mW is typically substantial 
enough.  
18. Bring the bead down to the surface, find a vertical microtubule and bring the bead on 
top of it to join them. Try to graze the bead along the microtubule, next release the bead 
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and see if it moves along the microtubule. If the bead stays on the microtubule and travels 
along it, move to step 19. If the bead floats away, continue repeating steps 17-18.  
19. Open the calibration, select sections of the curve that get the X2 value closest to 1, 
select “accept values”. Repeat for X, Y, and Z directions. 
20. Return the bead to the microtubule and graze the bead along it. This time leaving the 
laser on, open the “record data” and make sure the Y direction is selected. Select 















4 Results and Discussion  
 4.1 Kinesin-1 Measurements 
 
Figure 16 Kinesin Assay Schematic 
 The kinesin-microtubule assay should assemble in a way similar to Figure 16. The 
microtubules are bound the surface where then a trapped bead will bind and begin the 
mechanochemical cycle. An essential part of this study was to verify a protocol for this 
new kinesin-microtubule assay. In initial assays, it was apparent that there were excess 
particles in the flow cell, making it difficult to take any measurements (see Figure 17). This 
is due to the excess particles falling into the laser force gradient and becoming trapped 
along with the kinesin. Also, some larger particles can cause the bead to fall out of the laser 
gradient when moving the bead along the slide. To remove these particles, we added wash 
steps to the flow cell. These wash steps allowed for unbound microtubules and excess 
particles to be flushed out. Our primary layers are microtubules bound to the surface by 
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poly-l-lysine, CTax which has casein that prohibits kinesin from binding to the surface, 
and our kinesin bead dilution (KBD).  
 
Figure 17 Excess Particles in Flow Cell 
 Once we were able to have a clearer visual of the kinesin-microtubule assay, we 
encountered another roadblock. Looking at the flow cell, the microtubules were clumped 
together forming large web-like structures (see Figure 18). This was a problem due to 
limited single microtubules available for binding. This led us to believe that the Taxol had 
crystalized. The Taxol aliquots used in the microtubule polymerization had been in the 
freezer for months. Changing the protocol, we then found it essential to make new Taxol 





Figure 18 Crystalized Taxol 
 The next problem we encountered was depolymerization of the microtubules about 
3 weeks after being made. This was apparent in the flow cell because excess tubulin 
fragments were present. Some fragments would clump together, making it difficult to 
navigate beads within the flow cell. To resolve this issue, we began making new 
microtubules every 2 weeks. This allowed for more available singular microtubules in the 
flow cell. To adjust the protocol to fresh microtubules more often we changed the dilutions 
needed in the flow cell. The first week of using the new microtubules we found it best to 
use a 1:20 dilution of the microtubules. More concentrated dilutions allowed for too many 
microtubules present in the flow cell and would cause them to become tangled and overlap. 
The second week a dilution of 1:10 was most effective. By then more microtubules had 
depolymerized so with this dilution single microtubules were still present.  
 The goal of this assay was to trap a bead with a singular motor unit and take force 
and displacement measurements as the motor molecule travels along a singular microtubule 
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(see Figure 19). Even when using a highly magnified microscope, it is impossible to see 
the motor units bound to the beads. Further, if multiple motors bound to the bead, it is not 
apparent until measurements are taken. When tracking the motion of the bead, there is a 
Brownian Motion, which is the random movement of particles in fluid57. This motion 
graphs relatively flat on both displacement and force axes and can be seen in Figure 20 
from about 70-80 seconds. When multiple motors are present, kinesin force generation is 
significantly greater than a typical single motor unit step size. Figure 20 shows the gradual 
increase of the step and a quick snap down where the trap pulls the bead back in. This 
increase is due to multiple motors traveling, it is comprised of several single steps. The 
force increases about 15pN, while the displacement increases 6nm. Compare this to a 
typical single motor unit that has forces of about 5pN.  
 





Figure 20 Multiple Motor Measurements 
 Multiple motor units bound to a single bead was not providing the data we needed. 
The origional protocol called for a 1:99 dilution of the beads, and then only 5uL of this 
added to the KBD. This was too dilute, leaving few beads and a higher likelihood of 
multiple motors binding. To resolve this issue, we tried adding 1uL of beads directly to the 
KBD solution. When looking at the flow cell, few singular beads were present. The beads 
were in mass clumps. To combat this, we knew the beads needed to be separated better. 
We added steps to the protocol that called for flicking the tube of beads; this separated the 
beads that gathered on the walls of the tube. Another new step called for stirring the beads 
in the tube before extracting the 1uL. Then once the beads are added to 90 AB, sonicate 
for 1 min at 25%. These additional steps allowed for more singular beads present, and the 
binding of singular motor molecules due to the higher number of available beads.  
 After all verification steps of the protocols, the assay began producing viable 
results. Measurements were retrieved for single kinesin motor molecules traveling on 
microtubules. Figure 21 shows the forces generated by the molecule and displacement. 
There are multiple single steps present as the kinesin “walks” away from the trap and is 
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brought back in. Table 1 gives values for all walking events greater than 1pN, and the 
average stall force generated by this kinesin motor protein is 1.54pN. The trap stiffness of 
this data was 279.1 µN/m. However, the known average stall force of a single kinesin is 
around 5pN. Therefore, the events in Figure 21 are likely from multiple motors attached to 
a bead, and as soon as one motor detaches from the MT, another is able to quickly engage, 
making the apparent stall force different. Using multiple motor measurements in the future 
should be acceptable as long as motor concentrations between normal and oxidative stress 
assays are consistent. Overall, this data verifies that our protocol is successful and efficient 
for gathering measurements of molecular motor motility.  
 






Table 1-Kinesin Step Forces: 



















 4.2 Measurements with Peroxide 
 A major part of the study was designing and verifying a novel protocol to analyze 
oxidative stress effects on our kinesin-microtubule assay. To start, we had to find an initial 
concentration of peroxide to add to the assay. This concentration needs to show little 
damage so it can be used as a basis. From there, increasing the concentration will show 
further damages that the basis can be compared to.  
 In order to spare resources in the lab, kinesin and microtubules were not used in the 
finding the initial concentration. In every trial, a concentration of H2O2 was added to 99AB 
with 1uL beads. The H2O2 used had a concentration of 3%. The AB-bead solution followed 
standard protocol of stirring plus sonication to break up the beads. This was rotated for 30 
minutes to allow for any reaction to occur.  
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The first concentration attempted was a 1:1 volume ratio, adding 1uL of straight 
peroxide to the AB solution. When looking at the flow cell, this resulted in massive clumps 
of beads, leaving no singular beads present (see Figure 22). The beads were welded to the 
surface, and the highest laser power (highest trap stiffness) could not remove the beads. 
The next trial was adding 1 uL of a 1:10 concentration of H2O2 in reverse osmosis water. 
The results were nearly the same as the 1:1 concentration, showing that to see a difference 
the concentration needed to be significantly decreased.  
 
Figure 22 1:1 Concentration H2O2  
 The next concentration attempted was 1:100 H2O2. With this concentration, beads 
were still clumped together, leaving no singular beads available (Figure 23). The clumps 
were floating in solution, but when brought to the surface they quickly welded and could 




Figure 23 1:100 Concentration H2O2 
Continuing with concentration trials, the next concentration used was 1:200 H2O2. 
This concentration still had clumps of beads but showed some available singular beads 
(See Figures 24 & 25). The clumps were significantly reduced in size from previous. Once 
a singular bead was brought to the surface, the bead would permanently weld. Thus, the 
concentration is not viable for the assay.  
 
             Figure 24 1:200 Concentration H2O2-Clump        Figure 25 1:200 Concentration H2O2-Singular 
 The successful concentration of H2O2 that is viable for starting this experiment was 
1:500 H2O2. Looking at the flow cell, there were plenty of singular beads available. Some 
clumps were present, but no more than 2-3 beads stuck together. The singular beads can be 
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trapped and brought to the surface without welding. The next step from here is to try this 




















5 Conclusion and Future Work 
 Research completed thus far validates a new protocol for kinesin-microtubule 
complex and optical trapping techniques to obtain mechanochemical force measurements. 
Results showed that the kinesin “step size” forces ranged between 4-6pN, which was 
conclusive with previous kinesin studies58. Kinesin-1 walking events averaged 1.54pN 
from single motors engaging a MT from a team of motors on the bead, and beads with 
multiple motors engaged showed walking events as large as 15pN increase. Future research 
will include performing this assay using kinesin-5. This data would allow for a deeper 
understanding of forces necessary for cell division and how oxidative stress could inhibit 
weaker bipolar kinesins differently from processive, dimeric kinesin-1. 
  Novel research on oxidative stress effects on kinesin mechanochemical forces is 
still ongoing. Preliminary studies of developing a protocol showed that a 1:500 
concentration of H2O2 was an effective starting concentration to introduce oxidative stress 
into the kinesin-microtubule assay. This built a foundation for future research. 
Concentrations of 1:1-1:200 H2O2 showed significant changes to the molecular 
environment, including clumping of beads and welding of beads to the surface. While there 
are no further results, this helped confirm the hypothesis that oxidative stress has negative 
effects on the molecular environment. Looking forward, the Molecular Biophysics and 
Engineering lab will continue research by analyzing kinesin step size changes due to the 
H2O2 concentrations. This protocol can also be completed with kinesin-5 to represent 
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oxidative stress damage to cellular division. Continuing these studies will lead the scientific 
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